Structure-activity relationships among desazadesferrithiocin analogues.
Desferrithiocin, a natural product iron chelator (siderophore), offers an excellent platform from which to construct orally active iron chelators which have a good therapeutic window. A systematic structure-activity study on desferrithiocin identified the structural fragments necessary for the compound's oral iron-clearing activity. There are strict requirements regarding the distance between the ligating centers; they cannot be altered without loss of efficacy. The thiazoline ring must remain intact. Benz-fusions, which were designed to improve the ligands' tissue residence time and possibly iron-clearing efficiency, are ineffective. The maintenance of an (S)-configured C-4 carbon is optimal in the design of desferrithiocin-based iron chelators. With this information in hand, alteration of the redox potential of the aromatic ring was initiated. Introduction of a hydroxy in the 4'-position of at least three different desazadesferrithiocin analogues resulted in moderate to small changes in iron clearing efficacy yet dramatic reductions in the toxicity of the compounds were observed. Although the toxicity studies of these desferrithiocin analogues are continuing, it is clear that it is possible to alter a siderophore in such a way as to ameliorate its toxicity profile while maintaining its iron-clearing properties.